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Abstract 
In industries, different gears are used for different 

applications. Spur gears are used to transmit power by using 

parallel shaft and plays very important role in industries and 

therefore its monitoring is very important. In this paper 

condition, monitoring of spur gear has been done by using 

Adaptive Noise Cancellation technique and acoustic emission 

monitoring. As we know noise monitoring of gear is very 

difficult in industries due to interference of background noise. 

To overcome this difficulty Adaptive Noise Cancellation 

technique can be used to eliminate background noise. In this 

paper Adaptive filter has been made by using MATLAB to 

remove noise of other machinery. By using ANC technique 

side bands near gear mesh frequency can be observed. Beside 

this acoustic emission monitoring is also a very important tool 

to diagnose gear. Acoustic emission can be detected in 

frequency ranges under 1kHz. In this paper different 

parameters like count, AE hits, and amplitude is measured and 

we get some undesirable changes in AE parameters for 

defective gear under different loading conditions. 

Keywords: Adaptive Noise Cancellation (ANC), Least Mean 

Square (LMS), AE (acoustic emission) monitoring, AE hits, 

amplitude, Counts 

Introduction 
Signals are the carrier of information both useful and 

unwanted therefore signals processing becomes necessary. 

Signal processing can be done by using adaptive noise 

cancellation technique which removes the unwanted signal. 

ANC (Adaptive noise cancellation) uses adaptive filter which 

filter the noise by generating error signal, these error signal are 

passed through the adaptive filter unless it becomes equal to 

the desired response. The error signal is defined as the 

difference between the desired output and the actual output. It 

produces an output which is the best linear least squares 

estimate of the desired response. Fig. 1, shows Adaptive 

Filtering LMS algorithms in which adaptive filter removes 

noise from a signal in real time. Bhaskar et al [1] uses motor 

current signature analysis for fault and defect analysis of gear 

box. Motor current signature analysis is not suitable in the 

power spectrum if bearing fault and gear fault are small in 

size. As severity of fault increases, the characteristic 

frequency becomes visible. In noise and acoustic emission 

monitoring signal processing are required because background 

noises of other machines interfere with the signals and gives 

wrong results. Ball et al [2] uses Modulation Signal 

bispectrum (MSB) analysis to suppress background Noises  

 

Figure 1: Adaptive Filter 

and interference from nearby machine and he concluded that 

acoustic signals in conjunction with efficient signal processing 

methods provide an effective monitoring of the gear 

transmission process. AE technique is a promising tool for 

early detection of fault as compared to vibration analysis [3]. 

Zu et al [4] uses vibration and AE measurement for diagnosis 

of gear. In his study he concluded that AE based approach has 

the potential to differentiate gear tooth damage levels in 

comparison with the vibration-based approach. While 

vibration signals are easily affected by mechanical resonance, 

the AE signals show more stable performance. Seoud et al [5] 
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did vehicle gearbox fault diagnosis by using noise 

measurements. He measured sound wave in frequency and 

time domain and compared 1/3 octave wave sound at different 

load. 

Material and methods 
In this paper, Noise of Gear pump is removed from noise of 

gear by using Adaptive Filter. MATLAB simulation of 

Adaptive Filter has been done. Adaptive Filter is based upon 

Least Mean Square Algorithms. 

Experimental Data 

In experimental work noise of gear is measured by using FFT 

analyser. The machine basically consists of test head and a 

power return gear box mounted on a bed plate and coupled 

together by the torque shaft. Both pump and motor is fitted 

with this machine. While taking the noise of gear by using 

FFT analyser undesirable result came. This undesirable result 

is due to the noise of pump which pumps lubricating oil 

through the gear. Therefore, to monitor the gear the noise of 

pump has to be removed and this can be done by adaptive 

noise cancellation technique by using MATLAB 

Basic Machine Specification    

 driving spindle speed - 2100 rpm 

 driving gear                - spur gear (16 tooth) 

 driven gear                  - spur gear (15 tooth)  

Test Procedure 

Basic aim is to remove the undesirable noise coming from 

Gear i.e. noise of lubricating pump by Adaptive Noise 

cancellation Technique. Noise of gear and lubricating pump is 

taken from FFT analyser and then the noise of lubricating 

pump alone is taken. Through FFT analyser we get the noise 

spectrum of gear along with pump and noise spectrum of 

pump alone and simulate the result on excel file. After 

simulating the result on Excel file MATLAB coding is done. 

Through MATLAB coding we suppress the noise of pump by 

using Adaptive Filter which is based upon Least Mean Square 

Algorithm. During test defect is created on gear tooth, due to 

defect noise is created and we get the highest peak at gear 

mesh frequency with side band.    

Spindle speed – 2100 rpm  

Number of tooth on driving gear – 16 

Number of tooth on driven gear – 15  

Gear mesh frequency – 525 Hz 

We get the peak at gear mesh frequency with side band but 

due to noise of pump side bands are not created. We can see 

the side band after suppressing the pump noises 

 

Figure 2: Noise of lubricating Pump 

Fig.2 shows the noise spectrum of gear along with lubricating 

pump, but due to the noise of pump no side band is created. 

Fig 3 shows the noise of lubricating pump alone. We take this 

noise as a reference noise and subtract it from noise of gear 

and lubricating pump. After subtracting we can see the side 

bands. 

Adaptive Noise filtering by using FIR Filter 

An adaptive fir filter is an FIR filter with varying coefficient. 

Figure 3: Noise of gear and lubricating pump 

 

 The adaptive algorithm aims to minimize the error between 

some target signal (from which we wish to remove noise) and 

noise signals (which provide a valid indicator of the 

disturbance to be removed) taking into consideration their 

constant online changes. The noise signals are filtered by the 

ever changing adaptive fir filter, such that they emulate the 

desired output signal. Subtracting the desired known signal 

from the imitated one provides an error signal which is then 

used to modify the FIR coefficient. There are several different 
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methods for constructing the adaptive filters, however they are 

based on the same general principal. Looking at the final 

representation of an adaptive LMS filter, it is quite simple to 

understand the significance of the variable that characterized a 

filter. 

W (n+1) = W (n) + µ*e*X (n) 

W represents the set of FIR coefficient 

‘e’ is the input from the error signal 

X is the input noise signal vector  

µ is the step size also referred as adaptation rate  

Fig. 4 shows the noise after Adaptive noise cancellation. This 

noise spectrum is obtained by using FIR Filter. FIR Filter 

removes the noise of lubricating pump by Adaptive Noise 

Cancellation.  

 

Figure 4: Noise signature after noise cancellation 

Application of Load  

Gear is loaded by 4 Kg weight and then run at 2100 rpm. 

Noise spectrum of Gear is taken by using FFT Analyser. 

While taking the Noise of Gear undesirable spectrum is 

obtained, this undesirable result is due to the noise of pump 

which comes along with the gear. Main objective is to remove 

this undesirable noise by MATLAB using Adaptive Noise 

Filtering. Experimental data are given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Experimental data 

Load (w) 4 kg 

RPM (N) 2100 

No. of teeth (T) 16 

Gear Mesh Frequency (GMF) 560 

 

Figure 5: Noise of Gear and Lubricating pump after Load 

Fig. 5 shows the noise spectrum of Gear and pump when 

loaded with 4 kg weight. Undesirable peaks are obtained at 

Gear Mesh Frequency. Through this spectrum proper 

diagnosis of gear cannot be done. Therefore, undesirable noise 

of gear can be removed by Adaptive Noise Filtering. 

 

Figure 6: Noise of lubricating pump 

Noise of pump is used as a reference signal in adaptive noise 

filtering. Fig. 6, Shows the noise of pump alone and this noise 

is taken as a reference signal. Fig. 7 is the noise obtained after 

noise filtering. Red signal shows the error signal obtained after 

subtracting pump noise. By using red signal, we can diagnose 

the Gear. 
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Figure 7: Noise after Noise Cancellation 

Acoustic emission monitoring of gear 

General 

It is widely recognized that Acoustic Emission is gaining 

ground as a non-destructive technique for health diagnosis on 

rotating machinery.  

Test Procedure 

During test AE sensor is mounted on Gear Box through which 

stress waves generated. AE Sensor is connected with 

Preamplifier which is connected with Digital processing unit. 

Digital processing unit is connected with Laptop on which AE 

Win Software is installed. During test we measure different 

AE Parameters on Different load for both defective and non-

defective gear. 

Comparison of AE hits 

From Fig. 8, it is cleared that AE hits first increases with load 

and then starts decreasing. Decrease in AE hits due to increase 

in further load is due to the decrease in chatter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: AE hits for defective and non-defective gear 

Comparison of Counts 

From Fig. 9 it is cleared that for defective gear number of 

counts increases sharply at certain load. By doing this analysis 

we can easily find out the permissible limit of load for certain 

gear. For non-defective gear increase in count is very small. 

 

Figure 9: Variation of Counts for defective and non-defective 

gear 

Comparison of Amplitude 

From Fig. 10, it is cleared that for non-defective gear the 

variation in amplitude is very small. For defective gear we get 

highest peak on increasing load. 

 

 
Figure 10: Variation of amplitude for defective and non-

defective gear 

Comparison of Energy 

We have plotted graph on logarithmic scale because variation 

in energy between Defective and Non defective gear is very 

small. From Fig. 11 it is clear that variation in Energy for 

defective Gear is very large and for non-defective Gear this 

variation is very small because vibration is very small. 
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Figure 11: Variation of energy for defective and non-

defective gear 

Results  
In the present work Noise and AE monitoring of Gear has 

been done. In noise monitoring only background noise of the 

gear has been removed by Adaptive Noise Cancellation 

Technique, so that noise monitoring of gear becomes easier. In 

AE Monitoring we have just compared the AE parameters on 

different for defective and non-defective gear both. By 

comparing these we can easily find out on which load it is 

satisfactory to run the Gear. 

Importance of Adaptive noise cancellation on gear 

monitoring 

 Adaptive noise cancellation generally removes the 

undesirable noise coming from the gear. In the present work 

this undesirable noise is coming from the Gear pump. When 

the noise monitoring of gear is done without ANC Technique, 

we get undesirable result which is not satisfactory in Gear 

Monitoring, because we do not get side bands near Gear Mesh 

frequency. In ANC Technique MATLAB coding of Adaptive 

Filter is done, which remove the undesirable noise (Noise of 

pump) from the Gear. After noise cancellation we can easily 

see the side bands near GMF. From Fig. 12 we can easily 

diagnose the Gear, because in noise spectrum side bands are 

visible. 

 

 

Figure 12: Noise spectrum of Gear after ANC 

AE Monitoring of Gear 

During AE monitoring of gear, different AE parameters are 

compared for both defective and non-defective gear. From AE 

monitoring we can easily find out the load at which Gear 

satisfactory run can.  

 

Figure 13: AE Monitoring of Gear 
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From fig. 13, it is clear that it is not satisfactory to run 

Defective Gear at 14kg load, because we get high amplitude, 

counts and energy at this load. 

Discussion 
In the present research work monitoring of gear has been done 

by using adaptive cancellation technique and acoustic 

emission monitoring. Both the methods have its own 

importance. In industries inline noise monitoring of gears are 

difficult due to background noises. Background noises 

interfere with the noise signature of gears and give undesired 

results. Therefore, background noises need to be eliminated, 

and that can be done by Adaptive noise cancellation technique 

on MATLAB. Acoustic emission is another way of monitoring 

of rotating equipment but this is applicable within certain 

frequency range i.e. under 1 kHz. 

Conclusion 
In noise monitoring of gear side bands near gear mesh 

frequency plays a very important role. In industry noise 

monitoring is very difficult because background noises 

interfere with the noise signature which does not give 

sidebands near gear mesh frequency. In this paper side bands 

are visible after using adaptive noise cancellation technique. In 

acoustic monitoring various parameter are tested like counts, 

AE hits and amplitude. By creating a defect in the gear we can 

see the sharp increase in acoustic parameter, which shows that 

the gear is defective. 
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